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TRANSPORT/DIFFUSION COMPARISON FOR THE FFTF ENGINEERING
MOCK-UP CRITICAL
G.. F, Flanagan (ORNL) and D. L. Selby (UCCND-CSD)
In the current designs of fast reactors, the control monitoring
during sub critical and low power operation will be based on data from
ex-core detectors. These detectors are located in the radial shield of
the Fast Elux Test Facility (FFTF) at approximately 113 cm from the core
center. Fluxes in the area of the detectors are anisotropic and, therefore,
the detector reaction rates could prove expensive to calculate.
A large scale reactivity measurement experiment with the FFTF
engineering mock-up critical core loaded into the ZPR-9 facility at
Argonne National Laboratory was conducted in order to determine the
adequacy of the low-level flux monitoring (LLFM) system in predicting
the reactivity.
Numerous transport calculations have been performed at ORNL in
support o£ the analysis of this experiment and have been reported previously.1
A ma£or concern in interpreting the results of this experiment is the
usefulness of diffusion theory in predicting the LLFM reactivities.
Diffusion calculations were performed for several of the experimental IIJ j!
configurations.
The cross-section set used was identical to that used in the transport
calculations reported in Reference (1) except that the usual transport
corrected diffusion approximation was applied in which cr was obtained
as shown below:
• a (E) - vne(E) o (E) (1)
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A comparison of the transport and diffusion results from both
one-dimensional (.cylindrical) and two-dimensional (X-Y) calculations
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
Curve A in both figures is a S4p3 transport calculation using
zone-dependent and energy-dependent buckling to represent the leakage
in the Z direction. The bucklings were obtained from three-dimensional
KENO Monte Carlo calculations.2 The 8^3 distributions are in excellent
agreement: with experimentally -measured detector and foil distributions
and are considered "exact" for this comparison. Curve B in each figure
indicates the same calculation using diffusion theory. When compared to
the 8^3 results CCurve A ) , the error is less than 3.5% over the core
region in. one dimension and somewhat larger or. the order of 10%-15% in
parts of the core, for the two-dimensional calculation due to the explicit
representation of control rods. However, the error reaches a maximum of
132% in one dimension and 184% in two dimensions near the middle of the
reflector region. The transport and diffusion results again tend
towards agreement: as one proceeds into the shield. Curve C in Fig. 1
represents a one-dimensional diffusion calculation in which the Z direction
buckling is represented by a single value over all zones. The agreement
with the 3^3 results is as reported in a previous transport approximation
comparison.3
These; results indicate that the careful analysis of ex-core detection
systems is necessary. The methods used to represent the buckling are most
important in judging the effectiveness of diffusion techniques. Similar
comparisons will be reported on the effect of diffusion and buckling on
the blanket breeding ratio in an LMFBR critical mock-up.
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